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1. PRELIMINARIES
In this article C will be the abelian category of complexes of left
R-modules. This category has enough projectives and injectives. This can
be seen from the fact that any complex of the form
id
??? ª 0 ª M ª M ª 0 ª ??? ,
 .  .with M projective injective is projective injective . This, in turn, follows
 .  .from the fact that a complex C, d is projective respectively, injective in
i C if and only if it is exact, and the module Ker d is projective respec-
.  w x.tively, injective , for all i g Z see 2 . For objects C and D of C ,
 .Hom C, D is the abelian group of morphisms from C to D in C andC
i  .Ext C, D for i G 0 will denote the groups we get from the right-derivedC
functors of Hom .C
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In this paper a complex
dy1 d 0 d 1y1 0 1??? ª C ª C ª C ª ???
will be denoted C. We will use subscripts to distinguish complexes. So if
 4C is a family of complexes, C will bei ig I i
dy1 d 0 d 1y1 0 1??? ª C ª C ª C ª ??? .i i i
 .If C and D are complexes we let Hom C, D be the complex of abelian
groups with
n t nqTHom C , D s Hom C , D .  .
tgZ
 .nand such that if f g Hom C, D then
m nn nqm m mq1 md f s d ( f y y1 f (d . .  .D C
0  .  .Then Z Hom C, D will be the group Hom C, D of morphisms from CC
to D.
Given M a left R-module, we will denote by M the complex
id
??? 0 ª 0 ª M ª M ª 0 ª 0 ??? ,
with the M on the right-hand side in the zeroth position. Also we mean by
M the complex with M in the zeroth place and 0 in the other places. Given
w x w xna complex C and integer m, C m denotes the complex such that C m s
mq n  .m mqnC and whose boundary operators are y1 d .
We note that R is a subcomplex of the projective complex R with
w x  .quotient R 1 . An element of Hom R, C corresponds to an elementC
0 .x g Z C which will be a boundary of C if and only if the corresponding
1  w x .morphism R ª C can be extended to R ª C. Hence Ext R 1 , C (C
0 1 ynq1 .  w x .  .H C . More generally, Ext R n , C ( H C .C
2. FLAT COMPLEXES
 .DEFINITION 2.1. 1 We will say that a complex C is finitely generated
if, in case C s  D , with D g C subcomplexes of C, then there existsig I i i
a finite subset J : I such that C s  D .ig J i
 .2 We will say that a complex C is finitely presented if C is finitely
generated and for any exact sequence of complexes 0 ª K ª L ª C ª 0
with L finitely generated, K is also finitely generated.
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 . nLEMMA 2.2. i C is finitely generated if and only if C is bounded and C
is finitely generated in R-Mod for all n g Z.
 . nii C is finitely presented if and only if C is bounded and C is finitely
presented in R-Mod for all n g Z.
 .Proof. i Suppose that C is finitely generated in C. If C is not
bounded we can find the following infinite family of bounded subcom-
plexes of C:
0 ª C 0 ª B0 C ª 0, 0 ª Cy1 ª C 0 ª C1 ª B1 C ª 0, . . . 4 .  .
whose sum is C and if C is a finite sum of these complexes we get that C
is bounded, a contradiction.
Suppose now that C k is not finitely generated in R-Mod. Then C k s
 D with D nonnull submodules of C k and C k cannot be written as aig I i i
 4finite sum of some terms of the family D . We consider the followingi ig I
k  4  < < 4family of submodules of C : D , where F s J : I: J - ` andJ J g F
D s  D . Then  D s D D s C k. We construct the familyJ jg J j J g F J J g F J
 4of subcomplexes of C, D , whereJ J g F
y1ky2 ky1 kq1D ' ??? C ª d D ª D ª C ª ??? . .  .J J J
Then it is clear that the sum of this family is C and we cannot find a finite
 4subfamily in D whose sum is C, a contradiction.J J g F
Suppose now that C is bounded and C i is finitely generated for all
 4i g Z. Let D be a family of subcomplexes of C such that its sum is C.j jg I
i i < <Then for each i we consider C s  D with J : I and J - `. Wejg J j i ii
take K s D J . Since C is bounded the set K is finite and it is clear thati
 D s C. So C is a finitely generated complex.ig K i
 . wii Suppose first that C is finitely presented in C. By 10, Theorem
x m2.4 , we can find an epimorphism F ª C with F bounded and F free for
all m g Z. Then the induced short exact sequence 0 ª K ª F ª C ª 0
has K finitely generated in C. Hence for any m g Z we have a short exact
sequence
0 ª K m ª F m ª C m ª 0,
with F m free and finitely generated and K m finitely generated. So C m is
finitely presented for all m g Z.
Conversely, suppose that C m is finitely presented and C is bounded. It
is clear that C is finitely generated in C. So let 0 ª K ª L ª C ª 0 be a
short exact sequence in C with L finitely generated. Then K is bounded
because it is a subcomplex of a bounded complex. Also, for any m g Z,
0 ª K m ª Lm ª C m ª 0
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has C m finitely presented and Lm finitely generated. Therefore K m is
finitely generated for all m g Z.
 . y2 y1 0PROPOSITION 2.3. Let F, v ' ??? F ª F ª F ª 0 ??? be an
i  i.exact complex, bounded abo¨e and with K s Ker v flat in R-Mod for all
 .i g Z. Let f : C ª F be a morphism with C, d a finitely generated complex.
Then there is a finitely generated projecti¨ e complex P and a factorization of f ,
ba
C ª P ª F.
i i i wProof. For i ) 0 we will take P s 0, a s 0, and b s 0. By 9,
x 0 0 a 0 0 b 0 0 0Theorem 1.2 , we have a factorization of f , C ª P ª F , with P
finitely generated and projective. Since vy1 : Fy1 ª F 0 is an epimorphism
we find h0: P 0 ª Fy1 such that vy1 h0 s b 0. Then vy1 h0dy1 s f 0dy1 s
vy1 fy1. So ty1 s fy1 y h0a 0dy1 is a map from Cy1 to Ky1. Since Ky1 is
flat and Cy1 finitely generated, there is a factorization of ty1 :
jy1 y1dy1 y1 y1C ª Q ª K ,
with Qy1 finitely generated and projective. Therefore we can construct the
commutative diagram
6 y1 6 y1 0 6 0 60 Q Q [ P P 0
6 6 6
0y1 y1 0 bd d qh
y1 y1 06 6 6 60 K F F 0
and we get the factorization of fy1 :
jy1qa 0dy1 y1 0d qhy1 y1 0 y16 6C Q [ P F .
We say Qy1 [ P 0 s Py1, jy1 q a 0dy1 s ay1, and dy1 q h0 s by1.
By induction, suppose we have constructed a j, b j, P j for j ) i and now
we construct a i, b i, P i. Since v i: F i ª K i is an epimorphism we get a
map hiq1: Qiq1 ª K i such that v ihiq1 s diq1. Then v i f i s v ihiq1 j iq1d i.
So we have a factorization of t i s f i y hiq1 j iq1d i: C i ª K i, C i ªj i Qi ªd i
K i where Qi is finitely generated and projective. Now we consider the
diagram
6 i 6 i iq1 6 iq1 60 Q Q [ Q Q 0
6 6 6
i i iq1 iq1d d qh d
i i iq16 6 6 60 K F K 0
and take P i s Qi [ Qiq1, a i s j i q j iq1d i, b i s di q hiq1. In this way, we
can construct a factorization with the desired properties.
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 .THEOREM 2.4. Let F, d be a complex of left R-modules. We denote
i  i.K s Ker d for all i g Z. The following conditions are equi¨ alent.
 . i1 F is exact and K is flat for all i g Z.
 .2 For each finitely generated complex C and any morphism C ª F
there is a factorization C ª P ª F where P is a finitely generated projecti¨ e
complex.
 .3 F is a direct limit of finitely generated projecti¨ e complexes.
 . q4 F is an injecti¨ e complex of right R-modules where
q qq i iy1F ' ??? ª F ª F ª ??? .  .
 .q  .and y s Hom y, QrZ .Z
 .5 For any short exact sequence in C ,
ba
0 ª N ª M ª F ª 0
and any morphism f : D ª F with D finitely presented, there exists g : D ª M
such that b g s f.
 .  .Proof. 1 « 2 This is Proposition 2.3 with the obvious modifica-
tions.
 .  .1 « 4 Clear.
 .  . q  i.q4 « 1 If F splits then F is exact and also K are injective
implies that K i are flat.
 .  .3 « 1 Suppose F s lim P where P are finitely generated andi iª
projective complexes. Since P are exact, it follows that F is exact. Alsoi
k . k . k . k .  k .Z F s Z lim P s lim Z P and Z P are projective, so the Ker di i iª ª
are flat for all k g Z.
 .  .2 « 3 First note that F is a direct union of bounded above
complexes
 iy1 i i 4??? F ª F ª K ª 0 ??? ,igZ
which satisfy the same conditions that F does. So we can suppose that F is
bounded above, F ' ??? Fy2 ª Fy1 ª F 0 ª 0 ??? .
Consider a set of finitely generated projective complexes and mor-
 .4phisms, P, f with f : P ª F, where the set includes every such pair
 .  . P, f up to isomorphism. Let D s [ P, f with the sum over all pairs
 ..  .P, f and let g : D ª F be given by the f 's in the pair P, f . Let
`D s [ D with D s D and let D ª F agree with g on each D .j j jjs0
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 .Consider the directed set S, U where U is the sum of a finite number
 .   . .of summands P, f for various P, f and various j , and where S ; U is
 .a finitely generated subcomplex of U with S ; Ker D ª F . We order the
 .  .pairs by S, U F S9, U9 if and only if S ; S9 and U ; U9. Then clearly
lim UrS ( F.
ª  .We need a cofinal subset of pairs S, U such that UrS is projective.
 .Given S, U , UrS is finitely generated in C so by hypothesis there is a
factorization UrS ª F as
fh
UrS ª C ª F ,
 .with C finitely generated and projective, where we can suppose C, f is in
our original set of pairs. Each of the summands C in U is a summand of
some D , so let n / i for all such i.i 0
Let U be the sum of U and let C be a summand of D i.e., it is then0
 . .  .C, f component . We write U s U [ C understood in the obvious way .
Let h be the morphism
h
U ª UrS ª C
n n h n n n  .. < 4and let S be the subcomplex of U given by S s u , yh u u g U
n n .for all n g Z. Then UrS ( C and S : Ker D ª F . If u g S then
n n .  .  . h u s 0 so S : S. Hence S, U F U, S . We note that this proof
w x .closely follows Lazard 9 .
 .  . a b1 « 5 Let 0 ª N ª M ª F ª 0 be a short exact sequence in
C. Take D a finitely presented complex and f : D ª F a morphism. We
 .  .denote M, g , F, d , and
D , v ' ??? 0 ª D0 ª ??? ª Dt ª 0 ??? . .
We are going to construct a morphism g : D ª M such that b g s f. We
define, for j ) t, g j s 0. For j s t we have d t f t s 0. Hence f t: Dt ª K t.
t t ty1 ty1 t t  ty1 tWe get h : D ª F such that d h s f K is pure and D is
. ty1 t t ty1finitely presented . Since F is flat we find ¨ : D ª M such that
b ty1¨ t s ht. Define g t: Dt ª M t as g t s g ty1¨ t. Then b t g t s b tg ty1¨ t
s d ty1b ty1¨ t s d ty1ht s f t. Also g t g t s g tg ty1¨ t s 0.
For j s t y 1 we have d ty1 f ty1 s f tv ty1 and d ty1ht s f t. Hence
ty1 ty1 t ty1. ty1 ty1 t ty1 ty1 ty1d f y hv s 0. Denote d s f y hv : D ª K . We
get a map hty1: Dty1 ª F ty2 such that d ty2 hty1 s dty1. Also we find
¨ ty1: Dty1 ª M ty2 such that b ty2 ¨ ty1 s hty1. We define g ty1: Dty1 ª
M ty1 as g ty1 s g ty2 ¨ ty1 q ¨ tv ty1. Then b ty1g ty1 s b ty1g ty2 ¨ ty1 q
b ty1 ¨ tv ty1 s d ty2 b ty2 ¨ ty1 q ht v ty1 s d ty2 hty1 q htv ty1 s f ty1 y
htv ty1 q htv ty1 s f ty1. Hence b ty1g ty1 s f ty1. Also, g ty1g ty1 s
g ty1g ty2 ¨ ty1 q g ty1¨ tv ty1 s g tv ty1.
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l  .Suppose we have constructed g for i - l i - t y 1 and we are going
to construct g i. From the equalities d i f i s f iq1v i and d ihiq1 q hiq2v iq1
iq1 i i iq1 i. i i iq1 i i is f we have d f y h v s 0; denote d s f y h v : D ª K .
Now the rest of the proof follows in the same way as in the case j s t y 1.
 .  .5 « 1 We know that there exists an exact sequence
ba
0 ª K ª P ª F ª 0
in C with P projective such that
0 ª Hom D , K ª Hom D , P ª Hom D , F ª 0 .  .  .C C C
is exact for all finitely presented complexes D. If we prove that K is exact,
it will follow that F is exact.
w xThe complex R n is finitely presented, so the sequence
w x w x w x0 ª Hom R n , K ª Hom R n , P ª Hom R n , F ª 0 .  .  .C C C
is exact. Then we have a monomorphism
1 w x 1 w x0 ª Ext R n , K ª Ext R n , P . .  .C C
1  w x . ynq1 .But P is an exact complex. Hence Ext R n , P ( H P s 0, soC
ynq1 1 w xH K ( Ext R n , K s 0 .  .C
for all n g Z. Therefore K is an exact complex.
Now we have to prove that the K i are flat for all i g Z. First we show
that the F i are flat for all i g Z. Let f : H ª F n with H finitely presented
w xin R-Mod. We consider the complex H yn . Then we take the morphism
n nq1 n kw xf : H yn ª F with f s f , f s d f , and f s 0 for all k / n, n q 1.
w x w xSince H yn is a finitely presented complex, there exists g : H yn ª P
such that b g s f. Hence b ng n s f. Therefore the sequence 0 ª K n ª
P n ª F n ª 0 is pure. Since P n is projective, it follows that F n is flat.
Now we show that the sequences 0 ª K i ª F i ª K iq1 ª 0 are pure in
R-Mod. Let f : D ª K nq1 be a map with D finitely presented in R-Mod.
w x w xWe consider the complex D yn y 1 and the morphism f : D yn y 1 ª
F with f nq1 s f and f i s 0 for all i / n q 1. Then there exists g :
w x nq1 nq1 nq1 nq1D yn y 1 ª P such that b g s f. Then b g s f and v g s 0
where
v i v iq1i iq1 iq2P ' ??? P ª P ª P ??? .
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nq1  nq1.  n.We have the map g : D ª Ker v s Im v . Hence there exists
n n n n nq1  n n  n. .¨ : D ª P such that v ¨ s g note that w : P ª Im v splits .
Hence d nb n¨ n s b nq1v n¨ n s b nq1g nq1 s f and so the sequence
0 ª K n ª F n ª K nq1 ª 0
is pure in R-Mod. Since F n is flat, it follows that K nq1 is flat for all
n g Z.
 .DEFINITION 2.5. Let F, d be a complex. We will say that F is flat if it
verifies one of the equivalent conditions of Theorem 2.4.
Remark. In a flat complex F each module F i is flat, but the converse is
not true in general. However, the converse does hold if F is bounded
above and exact.
3. FLAT COVERS OF COMPLEXES
Let A be a class of objects in an abelian category C. We recall the
w xdefinition introduced in 4 .
DEFINITION 3.1. Let X be an object of C. An A-precover of X is a
morphism f : E ª X such that E is in A, and every triangle
E9
6
f9
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
6
f 6
XE
with E9 in A can be completed. We say that f is an A-cover if a triangle
with f9 s f can be completed only by automorphisms. An A-precover f :
 . 1  ..E ª X is said to be special or a special precover if Ext E9, Ker f s 0
for all E9 g A.
LEMMA 3.2. Let f : F ª C be a flat preco¨er in C. Then f n: F n ª C n
is a flat preco¨er in R-Mod for all n g Z.
Proof. Let D be a flat left R-module and let f : D ª C n be a linear
w x w xmap. We consider the induced morphism f : D yn ª C. Since D yn is a
w xflat complex there is a morphism h: D yn ª F such that fh s f. So
n nf h s f.
 .Remark. 1 A flat cover of a complex must be an epimorphism.
 .  . 0 12 Let C, d ' ??? 0 ª C ª C ª ??? be a bounded below com-
 .  .plex and let f: F, g ª C, d be a flat cover. It is easy to see that f :
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F ª C is a flat precover where
0 0 1F , g ' ??? 0 ª Ker g ª F ª F ??? . . .
iSince F is a direct summand of F it follows that F s 0 for i - y1 and
 0. y1 0 0 y1Ker g s F . Suppose that C is not flat in R-Mod. Since f g s 0 it
 0.  0. 0  0. 0 0 0follows that Ker g : Ker f and F rKer g is flat. So f : F ª M
 0.is not a flat cover if Ker g / 0.
 . w xEXAMPLES. 1 If f : F ª M is a flat cover in R-Mod, then f n :
w x w xF n ª M n is a flat cover in C for all n g Z.
 .2 Let R be a right coherent ring. Suppose that the left R-module
w xM has a flat cover f : F ª M. Then f : F ª M is a flat cover, where
w x 0 1F ' 0 ª F ª PE F ª PE F ª ??? .  .
n .is a pure-injective resolution of F. Note that, in this case, all the PE F 's
are flat.
 .3 If f : F ª M is a flat cover in R-Mod, then the induced
morphism
f
f9: F ª ??? 0 ª F ª M ª 0 ??? /
is a flat cover in C.
1 .Recall that a left R-module N is said to be cotorsion if Ext F, N s 0
for every flat left R-module F.
 .  .DEFINITION 3.3. i We say that a complex C, d is DG-cotorsion if
1  .Ext F, C s 0 for any flat complex F.C
 .  .  i.ii We say that C, d is cotorsion if C is exact and Ker d is
cotorsion in R-Mod for all i g Z.
 .  .Remark. 1 From example 2 it is clear that a DG-cotorsion complex
 i.does not have to be exact and does not have to have Ker d cotorsion in
 w xR-Mod by Wakamatsu's lemma 12, Prop. 2.22 the kernel of a flat cover is
.always DG-cotorsion . Also, it can be shown that if C is cotorsion then C
is DG-cotorsion.
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 .2 If Y g R-Mod is cotorsion and L ª C, F ª M are flat covers in
R-Mod, then
6 6 6 6
0 L L [ F F 0
6 6 6
6 6 6 6
0 Y X M 0
is a flat cover in C for all short exact sequences 0 ª Y ª X ª M ª 0.
Also the kernel of this cover is cotorsion.
 .  . nPROPOSITION 3.4. 1 C, d is DG-cotorsion if and only if C is cotor-
 .sion in R-Mod and Hom F, C is exact for any flat complex F.
 .  .  .2 If C, d is bounded below then C, d is DG-cotorsion if and only
if C n is cotorsion for all n g Z.
 .  . nProof. 1 Suppose C, d is DG-cotorsion and let 0 ª C ª X ª F
ª 0 be an extension in R-Mod with F flat. We consider the push-out
diagram
6 ny1 6 60 C 0 0
6 6 6
n6 6 6 60 C X F 0
6 6
nq16 6 6 60 C P F 0
6 6 6
nq26 6 60 C 0 0
. . .. . .. . .
w xSince F n is a flat complex the preceding sequence of complexes splits,
so the sequence of left R y modules 0 ª C n ª X ª F ª 0 also splits.
 . w xNow Hom F, C is exact if and only if any morphism f : F ª C n is
homotopic to 0. But this is the case because the sequence associated to the
w x  .  w x.mapping cone 0 ª C n y 1 ª M f ª F ª 0 splits see 6, Lemma 3.2 .
n  .Conversely, suppose C is cotorsion for all n g Z and Hom F, C is
exact for all flat complexes F. Any exact sequence 0 ª C ª P ª F ª 0
of complexes with F flat splits at the module level. So this sequence is
isomorphic to
0 ª C ª M f ª F ª 0, .
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w x  w x .where f : F y1 ª C is a morphism. Since Hom F y1 , C is exact the
 . w xsequence 0 ª C ª M f ª F ª 0 splits in C 6, Lemma 3.2 , so
0 ª C ª P ª F ª 0
also splits.
 . w x2 Follows by 8, 1.12 .
4. EXISTENCE OF FLAT COVERS OF COMPLEXES
OVER A COMMUTATIVE NOETHERIAN RING WITH
FINITE KRULL DIMENSION
In this section R will denote a commutative noetherian ring with finite
wKrull dimension d. We are going to follow some ideas of 12, Chaps. 3 and
x4 to prove the main result of this section.
 .  .PROPOSITION 4.1. For any flat complex F, d , proj.dim F F d in C.
w x  .Proof. By the dual of 5, Theorem 1.5 , a complex C, d has
 .   k ..proj.dim C F n in C if and only if C is exact and proj.dim Ker d F n
in R-Mod for all k g Z. So we only have to apply this result because a flat
 i. w xcomplex is exact and Ker d is flat, and so by 12, Theorem 4.2.8
i  ..proj.dim Ker d F d for all i g Z.
LEMMA 4.2. If R is a ring such that any exact complex has a flat co¨er,
then any complex has a flat co¨er.
Proof. Let C be any complex and let E ª C be an exact cover of C
 w x.see 6, Theorem 3.18 . We take F ª E to be a flat cover of E. Then,
since any flat complex is exact, it is easy to see that F ª E ª C is a flat
precover of C.
 .PROPOSITION 4.3. Let C, d be a cotorsion complex. Then C has a flat
preco¨er with kernel cotorsion.
Proof. For any i g Z, we consider the short exact sequence
0 ª Ker d i ª C i ª Ker d iq1 ª 0. .  .
 iq1. iGiven F ª Ker d with F flat, there is a lifting F ª C since
Ext1 F , Ker d i s 0. . .
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Hence we can construct the diagram
6 6 6 6
0 L L [ F F 0
6 6 6
i i iq16 6 6 6 .  .0 Ker d C Ker d 0
 i.  iq1.where L ª Ker d and F ª Ker d are flat covers. It is easy to see
that the preceding is a flat precover. Also it is clear that the kernel of this
precover is cotorsion. Pasting together all the diagrams ; i g Z, we obtain
a flat precover of C whose kernel is cotorsion.
 w x.LEMMA 4.4 see 12, Lemma 3.1.3 . Let 0 ª C ª G ª H ª 0 be a
short exact sequence in C such that H is flat and G is cotorsion. Then C has a
flat preco¨er with kernel cotorsion.
Proof. We consider F ª G a flat precover with kernel cotorsion and
the pull-back diagram
0 0
6 6
K K
6 6
6 6 6 6
0 X F H 0
6 6
6 6 6 6
0 C G H 0
6 6
0 0
Since F and H are flat, X is flat, also, K is cotorsion, and therefore
X ª C is a flat precover with kernel cotorsion.
LEMMA 4.5. Let 0 ª B ª C ª D ª 0 be a short exact sequence in C
with C cotorsion and D with a flat preco¨er with kernel cotorsion. Then B has
a flat preco¨er with kernel cotorsion.
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Proof. Let F ª D be a flat precover with kernel cotorsion and con-
sider the pull-back diagram
0 0
6 6
K K
6 6
6 6 6 6
0 B G F 0
6 6
6 6 6 6
0 B C D 0
6 6
0 0
Since K and C are cotorsion, G is cotorsion. Now we apply Lemma 4.4
to the sequence 0 ª B ª G ª F ª 0.
THEOREM 4.6. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring with K y
 .dim R s d. Then any complex of R-modules has a flat cover.
Proof. By Lemma 4.2 we only need to prove the result for exact
complexes. Let C be an exact complex and let
0 ª C ª E ª E ª ??? ª E ª D ª 00 1 d
be an exact sequence with injective complexes E . We claim that D isi
cotorsion. It is clear that D is exact. Now, given i g Z, we have 0 s
ynqi . n  w x .  .H C s Ext R i , C for all n G 1. Also, for any complex M, g ,C
 w x .  i.  w x .Hom R yi , M ( Ker g . Hence, if we apply Hom R yi , y to theC C
preceding partial injective resolution of C we get
0 ª Ker d i ª Ker d i ª ??? ª Ker d i ª Ker d i ª 0 .  . .  .C E E D0 d
 i .an exact sequence with Ker d injective in R-Mod for all j s 0, . . . , d. IfEj w xF is a flat R-module we have by 12, Theorem 4.2.8 that 0 s
dq2  i .. 1  i ..  i .Ext F, Ker d s Ext F, Ker d . So Ker d is cotorsion for allC D D
i g Z.
Note that E , E , . . . , E , D are cotorsion. Now splitting the sequence0 1 d
into short exact sequences and applying Lemma 4.5 repeatedly, we see that
C has a flat cover.
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 .EXAMPLES. 1 If 0 ª F ª G ª M ª 0 is an exact sequence of R-
modules with F flat and D ª M is a flat cover of M, then the pull-back
exact sequence 0 ª F ª X ª D ª 0 is a flat cover of the original one.
 .2 If 0 ª N ª M ª F ª 0 is an exact sequence of R-modules with
F flat and H ª M is a flat cover of M, then the pull-back sequence
0 ª X ª H ª F ª 0 is a flat cover of the original one.
5. DG-FLAT COVERS
w x nRemember 1 that a complex F is called DG-flat if F is flat ;n g Z
and for any exact complex E of right R-modules, the complex E m F is
 . nexact. A complex D is called DG-injective resp. DG-projective if D is
 .injective resp. projective ; n g Z and for any exact complex E, the
 .   . .complex Hom E, D is exact resp. Hom D, E is exact .
For the next lemma, we recall that the concepts of preenvelope, enve-
lope, and special preenvelope with respect to some class are dual to those
 .of Definition 3.1 i.e., precover, cover, and special precover respectively .
LEMMA 5.1. Any complex has a special exact preen¨elope.
w xProof. Let C be a complex. By 6 , we know C has an exact preenve-
 .lope C ª E which is a monomorphism because C ª E C is a monomor-
 .phism and E C is exact. Let 0 ª C ª E ª K ª 0 and consider 0 ª D
 w x.ª P ª K ª 0 with P DG-projective and D exact cf. 11, 2, 6 . We form
the pull-back diagram
0 0
6 6
D D
6 6
6 6 6 6
0 C G P 0
6 6
6 6 6 6
0 C E K 0
6 6
0 0
Now the sequence 0 ª C ª G ª P ª 0 gives a special exact preenve-
lope.
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LEMMA 5.2. A complex F is DG-flat if and only if
 . ni F is flat for all n g Z, and
 .  .ii Hom F, C is exact for e¨ery cotorsion complex C.
Proof. Suppose F is DG-flat. By Lemma 5.1, we can consider the exact
0 ª F ª E ª P ª 0 where E is exact and P is DG-projective. Then E is
 qDG-flat and exact. Hence E is flat E is DG-injective and exact and then
w x w x q .by 2, Corollary 6.2.5 or 6, Prop. 3.7 , E is injective, so E is flat . Now it
 .  .  .is clear that F verifies i and ii . Conversely, suppose F verifies i and
 . qii . Given L an exact complex of right R-modules, then L is cotorsion.
q q .  .Hence Hom F, L ( L m F is exact, so L m F is exact.
w x HFollowing 12 , we will denote by F the class of complexes
1C Ext F , C s 0 ; F g F . . 4C
LEMMA 5.3. Let F be the class of DF-flat complexes and B the class of
cotorsion complexes. Then
 . Hi F s B.
 . H  H.  H  H.  < 1  . H4ii F s F where F s D Ext D, C s 0 ; C g F .C
 . w xProof. i It is easy to see that if F is a flat module then F n is
 . H ynq1 . 1  w x .DG-flat. Then, given C, d g F , H C s Ext R n , C s 0, so CC
 n.is exact. Now we are going to prove that Ker d is cotorsion for all n g Z.
a
Given F a flat module, we take 0 ª K ª P ª F ª 0 a projective presen-
 n.tation of F and f : K ª Ker d a linear map. We can induce a short
aw x w x w xexact sequence in C , 0 ª K yn ª P yn ª F yn ª 0, and a mor-
w x w xphism f : K n ª C. Since F yn is DG-flat, we get a morphism g :
w x n .  n. nP yn ª C such that ga s f. Then g P : Ker d and g a s f.
Conversely, let C g B and let 0 ª C ª X ª F ª 0 be an extension
with F DG-flat. Since this sequence splits at the module level, the
 . w xsequence is isomorphic to 0 ª C ª M h ª F ª 0 where h: F ª C 1 is
a morphism. By hypothesis, h is homotopic to 0 so the original sequence
splits.
 . H  H. H  H. 1  .ii Clearly F : F . If F g F then Ext F, C s 0 for allC
 .C g B. Hence Hom F, C is exact for all C g B. Also, given a short exact
sequence in C 0 ª K ªa P ª F ª 0 with P projective, we take C a
cotorsion module and let f : K n ª C be a linear map. We can induce a
w x w x w xmorphism f : K ª C yn . Since C yn is cotorsion, we get g : P ª C yn
n nsuch that ga s f. So g a s f.
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THEOREM 5.4. Any complex o¨er a commutati¨ e noetherian ring with
finite Krull dimension has a DG-flat co¨er which is a quasi-isomorphism.
w xProof. First, by 1 , the class of DG-flat complexes is closed under
direct limits. So we only need to find DG-flat precovers. Let C be a
complex and let 0 ª C ª E ª P ª 0 be a special exact preenvelope.
Also, we consider 0 ª K ª F ª E ª 0 an exact sequence with F flat and
K-cotorsion since E is exact, by applying the ideas of the proof of
.Theorem 4.6 we can find such a sequence . We form the pull-back diagram
0 0
6 6
K K
6 6
6 6 6 6
0 L F P 0
6 6
6 6 6 6
0 c E P 0
6 6
0 0
Since F is flat and P is DG-projective, it follows that L is DG-flat.
Since K is cotorsion, by Lemma 5.3 we get that L ª C is a DG-flat
precover with exact kernel. But then a DG-flat cover is a retract of L and
its kernel is a retract of K and so is exact. Hence a DG-flat cover is a
quasi-isomorphism.
Remark. The DG-flat cover of an exact complex coincides with the flat
cover.
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